
Cut Force Pro 

- The Gold Standard in Paint Repair - 

 

 

Important notice::   

All the information above is based on our empirical values.  
Please test the use of our product yourself to determine whether it is suitable 
for your intended application. All matters related to the warranty and liability 
for this product are governed by our general selling terms and conditions, 
unless otherwise specified by applicable legal regulations. 

How to find us: 
Menzerna Polishing Compounds GmbH &Co KG 

Industriestr. 25, D-76470 Ötigheim 
Tel.: +49-7222-9157-0 
office@menzerna.com 
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Technical 
Datasheet 

Product Description 

The high performance polish in a class of its own. Powerfully removes scratches, sanding and wear marks at top speed. 

Innovative polishing technology from the Menzerna laboratory ensures maximum removal with excellent gloss at the 

same time. The polish takes paint repair to a new level, restores the shine to heavily used clear coats and creates a 

noble deep shine. 

 

Technical Features  More 

information 

about the 

products 

under: 
 

YouTube 

Colour: white  Cut: 9 

Viscosity: 8-15 Pa*s  Gloss: 9 

Density: 1,10 kg/l    

Storage: 5-30°, avoid frost and 

direct sunlight 

   

 
Instagram 

 
Menzerna.de 

Application: rotative, eccentric    

     

 

Recommended Usage 

1. Clean surface thoroughly. 

2. Shake bottle and apply 3 (ø95 mm) - 7 (ø180 mm) pea-sized drops of polish to the polishing pad or lambskin, 

depending on pad size. 

3. Use either a rotary or eccentric polishing machine and use the cross-coating method. 

4. While polishing, apply strong, even pressure and run the product out at a consistent low speed. 

5. At first, the polish will seem a little milky and should be worked in until only a slightly transparent/oily film is visible. 

6. After polishing, remove polish residues with the premium microfiber cloth. 

7. Depending on the demands of the surface, a second stage may be performed to achieve a high-gloss surface. Here, 

you have the option of reapplying the Menzerna Cut Force Pro or a Menzerna Finish. In both cases in combination 

with the Menzerna Soft Cut Foam Pad. 

 

Menzerna Polishing Program 

 
 

Optimised for: 

Premium Pads: Premium Lamswool Pad, Orbital Wool Pad, Heavy Cut Foam Pad 

Standard Pads: Standard Pad Hard, Crater Shaped Lamswool Pad, Double Sided Lambswool Pad 

 

 

Volumes 

Bottle, plastic, 250 ml 22203.281.001 

Bottle, plastic, 1 liter 22203.261.001 

 


